China Partnership Program
Host Family Informational Sheet

CRHS and Tongji High School in Ningbo, China are starting a global partnership that will include a visitation from Tongji students to CRHS, a visitation of CRHS students to China and an online collaborative STEAM activity.

Students from Tongji High School will be visiting for approximately two weeks in late September/early October. We are looking for 20-25 host families from the RSD13 community to support our partnership.

Qualified host families:

- Must be willing to represent RSD13 as a model family for our visiting guests
- Must possess an open mindset for intercultural exchange
- Must be a healthy household environment (i.e. no alcohol or drug problems, no history of abuse or legal offense)
- Must have clean and sanitary accommodations
- Must be willing to accommodate the host student for the duration of their stay
- Must be able to provide the student with their own bed. If the student will be sharing a room with another person, the other person must be of the same age group and gender as the host student
- Must provide a nutritious breakfast and dinner during the week and all meals on the weekends and school holidays. Part of the cultural exchange is experiencing new cuisines, and host families should include the guests in their family meals
- Must be willing to transport or facilitate connections for transportation
- Must have telephone and internet access

Applications are due to Kate Germond by April 12, 2019.